Next-gen retailers are using AI to analyze historical data, predicting what products will be needed and when — month-by-month, region-by-region and even based on weather patterns. AI solutions are offering real-time, highly accurate views of inventory levels — helping stores keep business running smoothly while allocating resources more strategically.

### Client story

For an automobile manufacturer, carts were loading parts inefficiently and getting into traffic jams in high-use areas. We built a digital twin of the factory floor, created an optimization algorithm for parts delivery — and saved the company $10 million in lost labor.

### Entertainment

An entertainment company’s IT team was integrating with social channels to improve its offer to customers — improving the customer experience by answering questions quickly.

### Predictive maintenance

Predictive maintenance

Insight leverages deep expertise to help you pinpoint and execute on your most strategic use cases for maximum ROI.

**What will AI do for your business?**

No matter your industry or level of AI adoption, you can turn data into impact. Insight leverages top expertise to help you pinpoint and execute on your most strategic use cases.